Across
2. A game played on a electronic
3. An intense feeling of deep affection
5. Margo’s "Best Friend"
7. A mysterious girl who runs away
8. The main setting
11. A bank with a security man named Gus
12. A fake town created by map makers to protect their copyright
13. A strange kid who had a kidney infection
14. Gone without permission
17. Where Ben, Quentin and Radar meet before school
20. A type of writing
21. Not knowing where something or someone is

Down
1. Radar’s parents own the biggest collection of
4. An attraction to someone
6. A journey in a car, bus or ect
9. This name means “the fifth”
10. Dating Angela
15. A famous Paper Town
16. Margo’s Ex boyfriend
18. Best place to run away to
19. A way to show where roads, places ect are

Paper Towns